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Why are SupernovaeWhy are Supernovae
Interesting?Interesting?

 L~10L~101010LLsun sun ~L~LMWMW
 Source of almost all heavy elements (12C - …)
 Neutrinos, gravitational waves, …
 Great physics!
 Extinction events?
 SN cosmology!
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July 5th, 1054AD

Chaco Canyon, NM
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Crab Nebula and Pulsar
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Historical SNe

 Source: Wikipedia …
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(Light Echoes)

 Rest, Welch et al ApJL, 681, L81                        Rest et al. 2005, Nature, 438, 1132
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Fe, Ni …Metals ejected
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Animations

supernova.lbl.gov – SCP web pages

See also   http://jupiter.as.arizona.edu/~burrows/
(Adam Burrows web page – go to movies)
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Observational Properties – Ia vs. II
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SNeIa/II spectral energy distributions
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SN Ia spectra vs time
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Spectral templates

 k-corrections (Hsiao et al 2007)

 Based on 800 individual spectra (Suspect, etc)
 Ellis et al 2007 UV
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Is it a SNeIa? z?

 Spectra needed for cosmology
 Filippenko ARAA 1997
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 “The progressive decrease of the velocities reflects
the fact that the SNeIa ejecta are expanding
homologously (velocity proportional to the distance
to the center of the explosion). Thus, as an ever
larger fraction of the ejecta becomes transparent,
the photosphere recedes into ever deeper layers
which move at lower velocities.”
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Light curves – Filippenko ARAA1997

 Not much
known about:
 IIP and IIL

lightcurves -
wide variety

 Relation
between Ia
peak vs linear
decline
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UVO vs IR - behaviour different in IR
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Corrections to max light photometry

 SNeIa are not standard candles
• cf. Kristian σ~ 0.6 mag
• Philipps 1993 - m15
• Perlmutter stretch

Blue magnitude only:

m(t) =  c +  m0 (st)

s = "stretch"
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More 56Ni  Higher Temp     Higher
Opacities  Brighter, Broader SNe Ia

Higher opacities trap the radiation more
effectively and release it later, making for
broader light curves.  (Nugent)

(But Kasen & Woosley astro-ph/ 0609540)
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Making a standard candle

Peak brightness
is a std candle.
σ~ 0.15 mag
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SNLS stretch-corrected (Conley et al 2006)

 s works both pre-max and post-max - remarkable!
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Low z vs High z risetimes

 Low z and high z SNe Ia indistinguishable
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Radioactive decay

AQ p. 451
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Co56     Fe56

powers late
light curve

(both Ia and II)

Bolometric light curve and power source

Astrophysical Quantities (2000), p. 451
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Arnett’s Law and radioactive decay - Ia’s

56Co -> 56Fe

56Ni -> 56Co

Arnett’s Law
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Arnett
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Figure 1.1. Overlap between HED experimental range and astrophysical conditions.

The "High-Energy-Density" conditions lie in the shaded regions, above and to the right of the pressure contour
labeled "P(total)=1 Mbar".

The horizontal axis is logarithmic density (lower axis in grams per cubic centimeter; upper in number per cubic
meter). The vertical axis is logarithmic temperature (left in degrees Kelvin; right in electron volts). The gray

rectangles denote the regions accessible to experiments on NOVA (smallest), OMEGA, and NIF (largest). Z-pinch is
roughly comparable with OMEGA. Magnetic fusion experiments probe comparable temperatures, but much lower
densities. The rectanges overlap most of the extreme conditions for typical stars (stars of 60 and 1 solar mass are

shown; the 60 solar mass star is both burning helium (at the center) and hydrogen (in a shell), while the 1 solar mass
star is a model of the present day sun).

Pressure contours for one megabar and one gigabar are shown; the thick blue lines refer to gas pressure only, while
the thinner blue lines refer to gas plus radiation pressure. For objects large and dense enough to be opaque, the

total pressure is the relevant one. Below the line labeled E(coulomb)=kT, the plasma is strongly coupled. Below the
line labeled E(fermi)=kT, the electrons are degenerate. Near a density rho=1, pressure ionization occurs; models of

Jupiter and other giant planets probe this region. The symbol P91 is centered on conditions attained in the
experiments of Perry, et al., 1991; similarly, C98 refers to Collins, et al., 1998. These experiments have had deep

influence on stellar and planetary science. For context, the more extreme regions occupied by models of gamma-ray
bursts, supernova progenitors, and the conditions for Big Bang nucleosynthesis are indicated.


